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Abstract: Recent Hα surveys such as SHS and IPHAS have improved the completeness of the Galactic
planetary nebula (PN) census. We now know of ∼3 000 PNe in the Galaxy, but this is far short of most
estimates, typically ∼ 25 000 or more for the total population. The size of the Galactic PN population
is required to derive an accurate estimate of the chemical enrichment rates of nitrogen, carbon, and
helium. In addition, a high PN count (>20 000) is strong evidence that most 1-8 M main sequence
stars will go through a PN phase, while a low count (<10 000) argues that special conditions (e.g.,
a close binary interaction) are required to form a PN. We describe a technique for finding hundreds
more PNe using the existing data collections of the digital sky surveys, thereby improving the census
of Galactic PNe.
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1 Introduction
Counting the number of planetary nebulae (PNe) in
the Galaxy is not just a bookkeeping exercise. The PN
phase enriches the ISM with nitrogen, carbon, helium,
and dust, important components in the formation of
future generations of stars. Also, PNe may be progen-
itors of Type Ia supernovae, which return prodigious
amounts of iron to the ISM; a superb candidate is the
pair of central stars in PN G135.9+55.9 (Tovmassian
et al. 2007). Miszalski et al. (2009) find several simi-
lar short-period central star binaries. Thus, we need to
know the number of PNe in the Galaxy in order to de-
velop accurate models of the chemical enrichment rates
since the initial burst of Type II supernovae when the
Galaxy was young.
More directly, the number count of PNe in the
Galaxy depends strongly on whether single stars like
the Sun can form a PN, or if more unusual circum-
stances are required, such as the presence of a close
binary companion. That is, the true number of PNe
depends on how stars evolve and how PNe form, and
so, a simple count provides a strong test of one of the
predictions of stellar evolution – that all low mass stars
between 1–8 M will go through a PN phase. If this
is true, there will be a much larger number of PNe
in the Galaxy than if a special condition is required.
The models of Moe & De Marco (2006), for example,
predict that there are 46 000± 22 000 for the general
case, but only ∼ 6 600 (De Marco & Moe 2005) if close
binaries (e.g., common envelope phase) are required.
Miszalski et al. (2009) confirm earlier estimates that
the binary fraction of PN central stars is only 10-20%
of all PNe, and thus, binarity is not likely to be a major
factor in the formation process. If true, there should
be many PNe waiting to be found in the Galaxy.
The goal of this study is to demonstrate another
method toward improving the Galactic census of PNe.
We summarize the census problem in section 2, de-
scribe our technique in section 3, and report on the
first results of our survey in section 4. Section 5 de-
scribes some implications of the results.
2 Overview of the Problem
It is almost impossible to count all the PNe in the
Galaxy directly. The most serious obstacle is dust ex-
tinction in the Galactic plane where most PNe reside,
rendering a large fraction of the Galaxy unobservable
at optical wavelengths where PNe are most luminous.
The identification problem is complicated further by
confusion with HII regions, supernova remnants, dis-
tant galaxies, nova shells, and symbiotic nebulae.
A popular method for estimating the total number
of PNe in the Galaxy is based on the identification of a
complete sample of PNe within a local volume near the
Sun and extrapolating that PN density (usually rela-
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tive to either mass or luminosity) to the entire Milky
Way. To do so, though, requires knowing distances to
the local sample. PN distances are notoriously inaccu-
rate at the 20-100% level, leading to errors in the es-
timates of about 2–10×. Consequently, this approach
yields total counts that have a wide spread in values –
from 13 000 (Frew 2008) to 140 000 (Ishida & Wein-
berger 1987), but most estimates derived this way are
close to ∼25 000 (see Frew 2008 for an excellent dis-
cussion of the various methods and results).
Dust extinction is a far less serious problem when
counting PNe in nearby external galaxies, especially
early-types (e.g, ellipticals) that have little or no dust,
or nearby galaxies like the LMC where we can see all
the PNe (Reid & Parker 2006) down to extremely faint
luminosities. That is, we can derive a reasonably accu-
rate count of the PNe in galaxies outside our own, at
least down to some limiting magnitude. We then ex-
trapolate that count to the faintest magnitudes using
the PN luminosity function, or PNLF (Ciardullo et al.
1989), as a guide. In comparison to the method of ex-
trapolating the local volume to the entire Galaxy, the
extragalactic method requires a much smaller stretch
by a factor of several tens, thereby significantly reduc-
ing the risk in extrapolation.
Once we have the external galaxy count, one can
derive a PN production rate – the number of PNe
found in the galaxy, N(PN), divided by the galaxy’s
bolometric luminosity, L. Ciardullo et al. (2005) find
this parameter to be constant to within a factor of two
for bright galaxies like the Milky Way. When multi-
plied by the estimated luminosity for our Galaxy, the
N(PN)/L predicts a total PN count in the Milky Way
of ∼8 600 (Jacoby 1980; Peimbert 1990). While the
counts based on external galaxies are less direct and
do not actually identify the PN in our Galaxy, they
provide a less compromised approach for comparison
with more direct methods, as summarized in Table 1.
Another way to avoid the errors in PN distances
while minimizing the effects of dust is to calculate the
density of PNe in clear regions toward the Galactic
bulge, whose distance is reasonably well determined at
8.4±0.6 kpc (Reid et al. 2009). Using the ratio of the
bulge to total mass of the Galaxy, one can extrapolate
for the total population. Acker et al. (1992a) and
Peyaud (2005) derive values of 17 000 and 35 000,
respectively, using this technique.
The actual count of known PNe is in strong con-
trast to any PN population estimates. Over the last
85 years of PN surveys, the community has verified
the existence of only ∼3 000, despite the use of a wide
variety of techniques (e.g., radio, IRAS colors, POSS
plates, optical and near-IR imaging). Adding to pre-
vious PN collections (Acker et al. 1992b; Acker et al.
1996; Kohoutek 2001), Parker et al. (2006) and Mis-
zalski et al. (2008) used the southern Hα survey (SHS)
by Parker et al. (2005) to add 1 238 PNe (MASH-I and
MASH-II), and using the survey data from Drew et al.
(2005) for a smaller region in the north (IPHAS), Vi-
ironen et al. (2009a) added another 289 PNe (see also
Viironen et al. 2009b). These two surveys doubled the
previously known PN census – a significant increment,
but far short of the predictions.
Table 1 summarizes several representative Galactic
census predictions. Caution must be exercised in com-
paring these values since assumptions on maximum
observable lifetimes or diameters are required in some
cases. Still, we are missing half the PNe relative to
the smallest estimate, which is based on the hypothesis
that PNe form only from a common envelope interac-
tion. Relative to the estimates from external galaxies,
the lowest observationally based values, we have yet
to identify two-thirds of the Galactic PNe. Compar-
isons with the other estimates are far more discrepant,
exceeding 90% incompleteness in some cases. These
large differences demonstrate that something is seri-
ously wrong. Among the possible ways to resolve the
disparity in the PN census estimates, we have:
1. Dust obscuration is hiding 50% to >90% of the
PNe in the Galaxy (Jacoby & Van de Steene
2004; Parker et al. 2006; Miszalski et al. 2008).
This is the leading explanation.
2. Some biases act to prevent finding some classes
of PNe (e.g., very compact, very low surface
brightness).
3. Some stellar evolution process exists that pre-
vents PNe from surviving as long as we expect,
typically 25 000–50 000 yrs (e.g., disruptions due
to interactions with the ISM – Wareing et al.
2006).
4. Extrapolation from the local volume is unreli-
able because distances are incorrect (Napiwotzki
2001). Depending on the extrapolation tech-
nique, distance enters as the 3rd or 4th power. A
simple volume extrapolation (e.g., Cahn & Wy-
att 1976) is affected as the 3rd power of the dis-
tance; if one estimates the nebula age from the
radius to form a uniformly limited sample in life-
time, though, then the extrapolation is sensitive
to the 4th power of the distance. For example,
a 20% error in distance yields an error in the
estimated count of 2×. A more typical error
in distance of 50% yields a count error of ∼4×.
To explain the discrepancy between the current
census and the estimates for the total popula-
tion, the average distances must always be too
small, leading to an overestimated density. It is
unclear, though, why the distance bias always
falls on the short side.
5. There remains a very large area of the sky be-
yond Galactic latitudes of 10◦ that has not been
surveyed as intensely as the lower latitudes.
6. There really are many fewer PNe in the Galaxy
than the extrapolations suggest.
By improving the census of PNe in the Galaxy, we
improve our understanding of stellar evolution, the PN
formation process, and/or the structure of our Galaxy.
This is the motivation to improve the completeness of
the Galactic PN surveys, which generally are highly
heterogeneous in their depth. We have devised a search
technique that uses existing all-sky data in the form of
the digitized sky surveys.
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Table 1: Representative Estimatesa of the Number
of PNe in the Milky Way
Method Count
Actual Number Knownb 3 000
Population Synthesis Ic 46 000
Population Synthesis IId 6 600
External galaxiese 8 600
Local Mass densityf 140 000
Local Luminosity densityg 30 000
Local space densityh 13 000
aMost of the estimates in Table 1 assume com-
pleteness for PNe having radii <0.9 pc. The ac-
tual number of known PNe includes nebulae of all
radii.
b Parker et al. (2006).
cAssumes all stars (1-8 M) make a PN (Moe &
De Marco 2006).
dAssumes only close binaries (common envelope)
make a PN (De Marco & Moe 2005).
eObservationally based estimate, using PN lumi-
nosity function to extrapolate; average of values
from Peimbert (1990) and Jacoby (1980) who re-
port 7 200 and 10 000, respectively.
fObservationally based estimate using the local
PN surface density per unit Galactic mass (Ishida
& Weinberger 1987).
gObservationally based estimate using the local
PN density per unit Galactic luminosity (Phillips
2002).
hObservationally based estimate, using local den-
sity to extrapolate to entire Galaxy volume (Frew
2008).
3 The Survey Method
A group of (mostly) amateur astronomers known as
the Deepskyhunters (Kronberger et al. 2006) have been
scanning the digital sky surveys (DSS), such as the
POSS-I and POSS-II surveys, for open clusters for
several years, and have been successful in finding nu-
merous previously unknown clusters. In addition to
finding cluster candidates, Kronberger et al. (2006)
also identified 36 PN candidates. They have contin-
ued the search for both classes of objects and have
been especially prolific with the PN search. The digi-
tized photographic material extends very faint in sur-
face brightness when examined by a trained eye for PN
candidates. Their process is outlined as follows:
1. Visually examine the digital sky survey data sets
(e.g., POSS-II red and blue) for extended objects
that may be PNe in areas of the sky that are gen-
erally complementary to the SHS and IPHAS
surveys. Typically, our survey regions have tar-
geted the Galactic plane beyond latitudes > |5◦|
north of declination +2◦ and latitudes > |10◦|
south of declination +2◦, but the search some-
times exceeds these limits.
2. Flag anything that looks like a PN.
3. Check that the object does not appear in 2MASS,
although a few brighter candidates can be seen
in the 2MASS J band image.
4. Check that the object does not appear in POSS-
II IR image, which would suggest a continuum
source (Cappellaro et al. 1990).
5. Check that the object is not already cataloged
(e.g., in SIMBAD or in the PN catalogs of Acker
et al. 1992b and Kohoutek 2001).
6. Cross check the candidate on other POSS-I and
POSS-II images to guard against plate defects.
7. The candidate has a higher probability of being
a real PN if it has a faint blue star near its center.
8. Send candidate lists to professional colleague for
imaging in Hα (mostly with the WIYN 3.5-m
or OHP 1.2-m telescopes). WIYN observations
were 300-s exposures using the OPTIC camera
(Howell et al. 2003). OHP observations used
120-s to 300-s exposures.
9. Evaluate the Hα morphology to assess likelihood
of being a PN.
Two members of our team (RC and MH) applied
an alternative technique in which narrow-band CCD
images taken through [S II], Hα, and [O III] filters
are digitally combined. RC used medium format Pen-
tax 6x7 camera lenses of 150-mm and 200-mm focal
lengths. MH used a TMB 80-mm f/6 apochromatic
refractor with a 0.8x focal reducer and the above filters.
Both observers used commercially available cooled CCD
(KAF3200ME) cameras. The filtered images are as-
signed to the red, green, and blue channels, respec-
tively, to produce false color images. The [O III] emis-
sion casts a characteristic color making PN candidates
easily visible (Crisp 2005). Follow-up confirmation im-
ages were taken with the same filters on an 18” f/12.6
classical cassegrain telescope (built by RC). Candi-
dates were then examined in the DSS as a cross check.
Objects KTC1, Cr1, and HoCr1 were found this way.
It is worth noting that faint PNe have been found
by visually scanning sky survey plates in the past, most
notably by Abell (1966). More recent attempts were
made by Whiting, Hau, & Irwin (2002) and Ellis,
Grayson, & Bond (1984).
Like all PN survey methods, the DSS approach suf-
fers from several selection effects. One hopes that these
biases differ from those of other surveys; unfortunately,
this is not entirely true. For example, like other meth-
ods, this survey is biased to find high surface brightness
PNe. However, unlike the on-band / off-band method,
or the objective prism method, the DSS method fares
better with extended objects than with compact ob-
jects, which are more easily overlooked when visually
scanning the digital images. Still, a few small objects
were detected (e.g., Pa 7 at 9x6 arcsec and Kn 4 at
6.6x6.2 arcsec; see Table 2).
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Figure 1 shows three excellent discoveries that are
also fine examples of near-perfect circular shells. Pa 9,
in particular, is almost a twin to the prototypical spher-
ical shell PN, Abell 39 (Jacoby, Ferland, & Korista
2001). Section 5 discusses the importance of these very
circular PNe.
Figure 1: Three circular example PNe from this
survey. Pa 9 is especially nice, being a twin to the
classic Abell 39. The upper panels are 5-min Hα
images taken at the WIYN 3.5-m telescope. The
lower panels are the images of the candidates as
seen on the POSS-II DSS (Pa 9 and Kn 13 from
the red plate, while Kn 5 is from the blue). North
is up and east is to the left.
Figure 2 demonstrates two examples of highly chal-
lenging objects. Kn 25 is at the limit of detection in
terms of surface brightness while KnPa 1 is extremely
close to a bright double star (BD+62 582; V=7.4) and
could have been considered an optical ghost by some
observers.
Figure 2: Two of the most difficult candidates to
find on the DSS. The leftmost panels are the im-
ages of the candidates as seen on the POSS-II DSS
(KnPa 1 is from the red plate while Kn 25 is from
the blue). The right (and center) panels are 5-min
Hα images taken at the WIYN 3.5-m telescope.
North is up and east is to the left.
4 Initial Results
4.1 Images
The initial selection of targets contained 97 candidates,
although the candidate list continues to grow with
time. We have imaged 76 of these, mostly with the
WIYN 3.5-m telescope and a few with the OHP 1.2-
m. Fifteen candidates were rejected immediately as
galaxies, apparent groupings of faint stars, and in a
few cases, nothing at all. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate
the effectiveness of the follow-up imaging as a critical
component of the method. In addition, there is one
very odd object, Sa 1 (see Figure 3), that does not
match the morphological definition of a PN. It may be
a supernova remnant (SNR), but spectra are needed
to classify this object more definitively.
Every imaging-based search for PNe risks the pos-
sibility of errors in classification unless high quality
spectra of the objects can be obtained. The criteria
for promoting a candidate to a “true”, “probable”, or
“possible” PN are diverse. These include spectroscopic
diagnostics (Baldwin, Phillips, & Terlevich 1981; Kni-
azev, Pustilnik, & Zucker 2008; Frew & Parker 2009),
morphology of the nebula, the presence of a low lumi-
nosity blue central star, and, following the discussion
in Section 3, the presence and absence on various DSS
bandpasses (including 2MASS). At this point in our
project, spectral follow-up is scheduled for the coming
year. While spectra have been obtained for about 20%
of our candidates, the depth, wavelength coverage, and
resolution are generally not sufficient for a definitive
classification. For consistency across our sample, we
categorize our 60 candidates based on the available
imaging data. That is, none of the objects is assigned
to be a “true” PN at this stage. Those having some
pathological aspect to their morphology are relegated
to the list of “possible” PNe. The remainder, most of
which exhibit a high degree of symmetry and have a
blue star at the center, are assigned to the “probable”
group.
Of the 60 objects remaining after the initial screen-
ing, 44 are strong candidates to be PNe. These tend
to be quite regular, either round or bipolar. The fi-
nal 16 objects may be PNe but fail to exhibit the nice
symmetry of the first 44 targets. We defer final classi-
fications of all 60 objects until high quality spectra of
each object have been obtained.
Figure 4 shows the 44 best PN candidates and Fig-
ure 5 shows the 16 less probable PN candidates. Ta-
bles 2 and 3 provide a summary of the PN candidates,
their coordinates, and their sizes. We note that there is
some unavoidable subjectivity to the classification pro-
cess and several of the “possible” objects could have
been listed in the “probable” group (and vice versa) if
different classification criteria had been applied.
Generally, objects are given identifiers based on the
first two letters of their discoverer’s last name, or pairs
of names in the case of a collaborative discovery. The
author list of this paper provides the key to the full
names of the discoverer. The exception is that Kn is
used to denote Kronberger due to a conflict with an-
other Kr (Krasnogorskaja 1962). Note that some early
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Figure 3: A collection of the WIYN images for the
more unusual looking objects found in this study.
Perhaps Sa 1 is the oddest; it definitely does not
look like a PN, but does have the filamentary char-
acteristics of a SNR. Te 11 and Te 3 could be PNe
whose shells are interacting with the local ISM.
Kn 43 and Kn 10 could be the remnant tori from
old bipolar PNe in which the large outer lobes have
now faded into the ISM, although KN 43 is badly
distorted and has a supernovae remnant-like spec-
trum. All images are shown with north up and
east to the left.
results from this study were presented at a conference
(Jacoby et al. 2009) before the naming convention was
properly defined, and the names in the conference pa-
per may differ from those presented here.
4.2 Spectra
Spectra exist for 15 of the 60 probable and possible
PNe, mostly from the South African Astronomical Ob-
servatory (SAAO) 1.9-m telescope near Sutherland,
and the Observatoire de Haute Provence (OHP) 1.52-
m telescope near the village of St. Michel l’Observatoire.
Candidates having some spectral information are iden-
tified in Tables 2 and 3; however, because the spectra
were usually obtained for us as part of someone else’s
program, the diagnostic information is not always suf-
ficient to provide a definitive classification of the ob-
ject. Consequently, we plan to observe all the candi-
dates in the upcoming year with the goal of obtaining
high signal-to-noise, broad-band spectra that will al-
low us to classify these objects more definitively using
emission-line diagnostic diagrams (Baldwin, Phillips,
& Terlevich 1981; Kniazev, Pustilnik, & Zucker 2008).
Nevertheless, we do have some useful spectral data;
two are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Clearly, Pa 9, which
has an ideal spherical shell geometry (see Figure 1),
exhibits a classic PN spectrum. Te 11, which looks
distorted (see Figure 3), is probably a low excitation
nebula. In projection, Te 11 is located in the neighbor-
hood of Barnard’s Loop, and perhaps its unusual mor-
phology is related to its proximity to this star-forming
region.
Figure 6: A spectrum of Pa 9 taken at the SAAO
1.9-m. It appears to be a normal high excitation
PN.
Figure 7: A spectrum of Te 11 taken at the SAAO
1.9-m. This looks like a low excitation nebula,
perhaps a PN. Additional information on the cen-
tral star and the blue end of the spectrum would
help determine the nature of this candidate more
definitively.
5 Discussion
5.1 Statistics of the Survey
This survey for faint PNe was based on the identifi-
cation of 97 PN candidates found in the DSS. Of the
76 objects for which follow-up Hα imaging is avail-
able, 60 objects are probable or possible true PNe.
That is, the success rate for the method is 79 ± 10%,
although follow-up spectroscopic observations may re-
sult in a lower rate. Therefore, this study increments
the Galactic census by a few percent and demonstrates
that the DSS visible search method offers a useful tool
for finding faint PNe with existing data sets. Because
the current method is very tedious, it likely will be
applied only to areas of the sky close to the Galactic
plane where the return on the effort is maximized. We
expect to continue the search, perhaps adding another
100–200 PNe to the overall census, and possibly many
more if the search is extended. We currently have 39
candidates that have not yet been imaged.
In principle, searching the DSS data sets can be au-
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tomated. Previous attempts to do so for other classes
of objects such as dwarf spheroidal galaxies (Arman-
droff, Davies, & Jacoby 1998) were hampered by a
very high false detection rate. Instead, directed sur-
veys like SHS and IPHAS that use the added informa-
tion from narrow-band filter images have the potential
to be more effective if the wide-field data can be ob-
tained. Although our group does not plan to develop
the software for automation, the all-sky nature of the
existing data sets may be alluring enough for groups
with greater resources to initiate a PN search of this
kind. Probably, the most significant result from that
kind of survey would be the identification of numerous
halo PNe.
5.2 Spherical PNe
For the moment, we assume that all 60 objects shown
in Figures 4 and 5 are true PNe. Of these, ∼20% are
very round, consistent with the stringent definition for
“round” adopted by Soker (1997). That is, a round
PN has no departure from sphericity, such as internal
structures (knots, arcs), and is not a pole-on elliptical.
These fractions are very similar to the statistics seen
in the larger samples of PNe found by Parker et al.
(2006) and Viironen et al. (2009a).
It is possible that the large fraction of round ob-
jects is a selection effect. A round candidate is more
likely to be included in the sample, especially in the
“probable” group of Figure 4, than some less symmet-
rical form. It may also be true that a round morphol-
ogy is more likely to be identified than other shapes
during the initial screening of the DSS images. The
considerable morphological diversity of the PN candi-
dates in Figures 3–5, however, argues that this effect
is not a major factor. If a selection effect is present,
it is difficult to quantify and its importance would be
highly dependent on the observer. For this paper, we
assume that selection effects are minor.
The large number of round PNe found in the recent
faint surveys is in strong contrast to the more familiar
collection of PNe where the fraction of known round
PNe is between ∼4% (Soker 1997) and 10% (Soker
2002). As a class, the near-perfect, ideal geometry,
spherical PNe seem to be drawn exclusively from a
population of PNe having low surface brightness (Ja-
coby et al. 2001; Pierce et al. 2004).
Thus, we have an intriguing quandary. Where do
low surface brightness round PNe come from if not
from high surface brightness round PNe, for which
there are few, if any, examples? Soker (2002) argues
that round PNe have a different formation history than
non-round PNe due to the absence of a companion star
or planet. In fact, Soker & Subag (2005) predict that
there has been a hidden population of exactly these
kinds of PNe waiting to be found, and that ∼30% of
all PNe fall in this class. The underlying basis for their
models is that deviations from sphericity are due to a
superwind (Kwok, Purton, & Fitzgerald 1978) that has
been made non-spherical due to spin-up of the AGB
star by a companion, possibly a planet (Soker 2002).
Soker’s interpretation, then, is that spherical PNe are
the descendants of stars that do not have a nearby
companion (e.g., a low mass star, substellar object,
or a planet) and a significant fraction of the brighter,
more familiar PNe are descendents of a process involv-
ing a nearby object. This view, though, fails to explain
why the round PNe tend to have a higher average scale
height above the plane than the non-round PNe (Frew
2008).
Also, we do not see a large fraction of binary stars
among the central star population of PNe. Miszalski et
al. (2009) find this fraction to be 10-20%. The jury is
still out, though, on the true fraction of binary central
stars because small companions are extremely difficult
to detect; that is, we don’t know the true fraction of
PNe central stars that have been influenced by small
companions.
6 Conclusions
We have demonstrated a method for finding dozens to
hundreds of faint PNe using digital sky survey data.
We do not expect to find the missing thousands, or
tens of thousands of PNe that are predicted to be hid-
ing in the Galaxy, obstructed by dust. If those objects
truly exist, other techniques are needed. Brγ is a good
choice for a future emission line survey because it be-
comes one of the brightest lines from PNe when the
visual extinction exceeds ∼12 magnitudes (Jacoby &
Van de Steene 2004). With the recent development of
wide-field IR imagers, it is time to begin a survey of
this type.
Still, the optical surveys continue to be useful be-
cause they probe more deeply than earlier PN surveys.
An intriguing result is the emergence of a large number
of very spherical PNe at low surface brightness in this
and other recent surveys. Their origin and significance
remains an active topic for discussion.
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Figure 4: Hα images of the 44 best PN candidates from the 76 targets that have been imaged. Scale bars
are shown for each object. North is up and east is to the left.
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Figure 5: Hα images of the 16 possible PN candidates. Several of these may be normal PNe that have
experienced an interaction with the ISM or have been distorted from symmetry by some other process.
North is up and east is to the left.
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Table 2: Coordinates and Diameters of the Probable PNe
IDa RA Dec l b Size Commentsb
J2000 J2000 arcsec
KnPa 1 03 35 57.7 +63 16 42 140.2363 6.0767 36 x 17
Te 5 04 03 29.6 +52 08 25 150.0739 −0.3084 35 x 25 DSH J0403.4+5208
Kn 33 04 32 38.1 +60 20 12 147.2155 8.3650 17 x 16
Kn 37 04 44 37.8 +37 39 15 165.4976 −5.2624 31 x 28
Kn 34 04 45 18.7 +59 09 24 149.1758 8.7933 60 x 57
Kn 36 04 55 24.5 +52 59 15 154.8943 5.9870 59 x 50
Pa 9 * 05 37 58.0 +17 06 18 189.1832 −7.6966 53 x 53 sp+
Te 11 * 05 45 58.2 +02 21 06 203.1720 −13.4069 43 x 34 sp?, low exc
Te 3 * 06 00 34.8 +21 41 11 187.9605 −0.7744 77 x 68 DSH J0600.5+2141; sp?
Kn 40 * 06 00 47.2 +09 28 40 198.6409 −6.7390 37 x 37 sp?
HoCr 1 * 06 21 41.0 +23 35 13 188.6367 4.4083 73 x 59 sp+
Ri 1 * 06 46 24.7 +08 29 02 204.8058 2.7496 70 x 62 DSH J0646.4+0829
Kn 39 06 59 23.8 +18 26 49 197.2256 9.9972 111 x 102
Pa 12 17 09 38.6 −09 00 41 12.4614 17.8356 17 x 16
Kn 1 18 35 51.5 +10 57 19 40.9931 8.3956 57 x 53
Pa 10 18 37 10.7 +04 28 17 35.2983 5.2049 27 x 26
Kn 3 18 55 21.8 +15 11 44 46.9454 6.0161 29 x 28
Kn 4 19 07 15.9 +18 52 41 51.5351 5.1305 6.6 x 6.2
Pa 5 19 19 30.6 +44 45 44 76.3252 14.1155 157 x 154 DSH J1919.5+4445; WHI J1919+44
Kn 15c * 19 40 40.4 +29 30 09 64.5204 3.4068 30 x 23 DSH J1940.6+2930; sp+
Pa 1 * 19 47 02.7 +29 30 26 65.2141 2.2060 14 x 12 DSH J1947.0+2930; sp+
Te 1 * 19 57 22.3 +26 39 06 63.9272 −1.2123 146 x 140 DSH J1957.3+2639; sp+
Kn 12 20 03 22.5 +21 35 52 60.3365 −5.0288 54 x 47 DSH J2003.3+2135
Kn 5 20 03 44.3 +12 22 26 52.4365 −9.9044 47 x 47
Kn 13 20 06 49.0 +21 21 26 60.5575 −5.8353 50 x 48 DSH J2006.8+2121
Kn 10 20 08 32.6 +19 28 31 59.1704 −7.1793 65 x 54 DSH J2008.5+1928
Pa 6 20 09 40.9 +41 14 43 77.6494 4.3917 48 x 48 DSH J2009.6+4114
Kn 16 20 20 11.5 +24 04 38 64.5430 −6.9406 48 x 47 DSH J2020.1+2404
Kn 19 20 29 20.6 +25 32 40 66.9485 −7.8205 74 x 73 DSH J2029.3+2532
Kn 23 20 34 26.2 +31 18 33 72.3157 −5.3586 19 x 15
Pa 3 20 46 10.5 +52 57 06 90.8199 6.1172 72 x 58 DSH J2046.1+5257
Kn 45 20 53 03.9 +21 00 11 66.5074 −14.8978 145 x 138
Te 8 * 20 55 27.2 +39 03 59 81.0913 −3.9314 23 x 18 DSH J2055.4+3903; sp+
Kn 44 21 01 20.5 +21 40 06 68.2828 −16.0064 11 x 10
Kn 25 21 09 20.1 +38 36 06 82.5311 −6.2695 79 x 57
Kn 24 21 13 37.7 +37 15 38 82.1175 −7.8014 190 x 190
Pa 7c 21 20 00.1 +51 41 05 93.3034 1.4105 9 x 6 DSH J2120.0+5141
Pa 8 21 20 52.8 +50 56 40 92.8757 0.7909 7 x 7 DSH J2120.8+5056
Kn 26 * 21 23 09.3 +38 58 13 84.6729 −7.9641 110 x 51 Lanning 384; EWML 1; sp+
KTC 1 21 28 10.8 +58 52 36 99.1884 5.7214 22 x 16
Kn 30 21 47 24.3 +63 05 09 103.7659 7.2839 13 x 12
Kn 31 22 27 39.2 +66 44 10 109.4007 7.7201 80 x 80
Te 4 23 27 13.2 +65 09 23 114.2322 3.7169 19 x 17 DSH J2327.2+6509
Kn 50 23 54 11.3 +74 55 34 119.1566 12.4756 185 x 167
a ID entries with a “*” indicate that some spectroscopy data exists.
b An entry of “sp+” indicates that the spectral data supports classification as a PN, and “sp?” indicates
that the spectrum neither supports nor refutes the current classification. DSH aliases are from Kronberger
et al. (2006); WHI is from Whiting et al. (2007); EWML is from Eracleous et al. (2002); Lanning 384 is
from Lanning & Meakes (2000).
c Kn 15 (IPHASXJ194040.3+293010) and Pa 7 (IPHASXJ212000.1+514106) were recently recovered by
Viironen et al. (2009b).
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Table 3: Coordinates and Diameters of the Possible PNe
IDa RA Dec l b Size Commentsb
J2000 J2000 arcsec
Te 10 00 13 33.6 +67 18 04 119.2797 4.6983 14 x 5
Kn 35 04 55 25.0 +53 14 05 154.7005 6.1418 106 x 66
Kn 38 05 16 16.5 +27 27 19 177.6952 −6.2200 70 x 46
Te 2 05 40 44.6 +31 44 32 177.0598 0.5795 122 x 117 DSH J0540.7+3144
Kn 52 17 08 12.4 −24 29 01 359.0825 9.4184 14 x 7
Kn 2 18 32 40.0 +13 58 02 43.3950 10.4116 56 x 52
Te 7c * 18 51 47.6 −00 28 30 32.5498 −0.2958 14 x 12 DSH J1851.7-0028; sp+
Kn 18 19 24 06.9 +33 52 10 66.7122 8.5756 64 x 27
Kn 43 * 19 41 07.7 +19 08 26 55.5554 −1.7972 39 x 21 DSH J1941.1+1908; sp−
Pa 11 * 19 57 59.4 +04 47 31 45.0184 −12.4651 92 x 69 KKH 91; WHTZ 3; sp− SNR?
Kn 21 * 20 41 18.0 +27 35 06 70.2055 −8.7815 29 x 25 DSH J2041.3+2735; sp?
Kn 49 20 55 48.0 +65 34 00 101.6140 13.0057 105 x 90
Kn 47 21 06 23.7 +38 36 03 82.1426 −5.8444 80 x 55
Kn 28 21 22 01.0 +55 04 30 95.9179 3.5928 56 x 34 DSH J2122.0+5504
Cr 1 21 49 11.1 +57 27 25 100.3154 2.8202 120 x 106
Te J2238+6357 22 38 11.0 +63 57 54 108.9330 4.7765 210 x 90 Te 12
a ID entries with a “*” indicate that some spectroscopy data exists.
b An entry of “sp−” indicates that the spectral data suggests that the object may not be a PN, and “sp?”
indicates that the spectrum neither supports nor refutes the current classification. DSH aliases are from
Kronberger et al. (2006); MPA is from Miszalski et al. (2008); KKH is from Makarov et al. (2003); WHTZ
is from Weinberger et al. (1999).
c A recent spectrum and additional imaging from the MASH-II survey (Miszalski et al. 2008) indicates
that Te 7 (MPA J1851-0028) is very likely a confirmed PN.
